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Abstract

In the field of face recognition, large-scale web-collected

datasets are essential for learning discriminative represen-

tations, but they suffer from noisy identity labels, such as

outliers and label flips. It is beneficial to automatically

cleanse their label noise for improving recognition accu-

racy. Unfortunately, existing cleansing methods cannot ac-

curately identify noise in the wild. To solve this problem, we

propose an effective automatic label noise cleansing frame-

work for face recognition datasets, FaceGraph. Using two

cascaded graph convolutional networks, FaceGraph per-

forms global-to-local discrimination to select useful data

in a noisy environment. Extensive experiments show that

cleansing widely used datasets, such as CASIA-WebFace,

VGGFace2, MegaFace2, and MS-Celeb-1M, using the pro-

posed method can improve the recognition performance of

state-of-the-art representation learning methods like Arc-

face. Further, we cleanse massive self-collected celebrity

data, namely MillionCelebs, to provide 18.8M images of

636K identities. Training with the new data, Arcface sur-

passes state-of-the-art performance by a notable margin to

reach 95.62% TPR at 1e-5 FPR on the IJB-C benchmark.

1. Introduction

Label noise cleansing is a long-term issue in building

up a dataset [9, 10, 24, 25, 30, 32]. Many studies [7,

20, 43, 44, 48, 58] point out that a noisy dataset is very

harmful to model training. In recent years, the face recog-

nition community witnesses a boost in datasets, from the

first widely used deep training set CASIA-WebFace (CA-

SIA) [54] to MS-Celeb-1M (MS1M) [21], UMDFace [8]

and VGGFace2 [12]. The increasing data scale helps im-

prove the face recognition accuracy, but the label noise also

keeps increasing with their scale [43]. Therefore, to con-

struct an effective face recognition training set, on the one
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Figure 1: Three ideas for face data cleansing. (a) Face data

in one identity. (b) Center-based: select images according

to their distance to the identity center. (c) Graph-based edge

prediction: predict edges on a graph, and pick nodes in the

biggest component. (d) Graph-based node prediction: di-

rectly predict whether a node is a signal or noise on a graph.

hand, it is necessary to collect as many face images as possi-

ble. On the other hand, there must be a reliable data cleans-

ing method to detect and reduce label noise in the dataset.

Figure 1 compares two existing ideas with ours for

cleansing large-scale face recognition datasets. As opposed

to noise, the correctly labeled images are denoted as “sig-

nals”. Suppose there are 10 face samples for an identity,

five of which are signals (green box) and the others are

noise (red box). Center-based algorithms (Figure 1b) com-

pute the center of each identity and then select samples that

are closer to the center as signals. They usually ignore the

relationships between samples and rely heavily on the rate
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of signals [7, 54]. In fact, signals can gather together in

the feature space, while noise is usually similar to only a

few samples. This can be well represented by the graph

structure. Considering a face image as a node on the graph,

Figure 1c predicts edges between nodes according to their

pairwise relationships, then picks nodes in the biggest com-

ponent as signals. There is a strong assumption in this type

of work [14, 36, 47] that all signals are connected. Many

graph information other than node relationships is also lost.

In this paper, the cleansing idea in Figure 1d is adopted, i.e.,

directly predicts whether the nodes are signals or noise on

the graph. It is more robust to big noise because of its de-

centralized graph structure. Further, using graph convolu-

tion techniques, the cleansing model not only learns node-

wise relationships but also performs global awareness on

the graph to get more discriminative node representations.

We find that a single-stage Graph Convolutional Net-

work (GCN) can make global predictions to get good re-

sults on many graph-based tasks [13, 29, 41, 49, 53, 59],

but sometimes ignores local details of the graph, causing

widespread prediction errors in some difficult local regions.

To solve this problem, our proposed FaceGraph leverages

a cascaded framework with two stages of carefully de-

signed GCNs, namely Global Graph Net and Local Graph

Net, to make predictions in a global-to-local manner. The

first network makes global graph prediction, then the sec-

ond network makes local-aware refinement. To efficiently

train them, a novel propagation function and some training

schemes such as multi-task learning and cooperative learn-

ing are designed. In the data cleansing task, FaceGraph out-

performs a single-stage GCN by a notable margin and can

remove noise more accurately than previous methods.

To verify the proposed method on real data, we cleanse

four widely used large-scale face datasets CASIA [54],

MegaFace2 [36], MS1M [21], and VGGFace2 [12]. The

effectiveness is assessed in terms of the comparative recog-

nition performance of Arcface [15] trained on different

datasets. The results show that datasets cleansed by Face-

Graph effectively improve the face recognition performance

compared with the ones cleansed by previous methods. Fur-

thermore, to address the problems of low number of identi-

ties and high noise rate in the existing face datasets [43, 44],

we take a great effort to collect and cleanse a large-scale

face dataset, MillionCelebs, using the proposed method.

The cleansed MillionCelebs dataset provides 18.8M images

of 636K identities, which can largely facilitate the study of

large-scale deep face recognition. For instance, the Arc-

face method trained by this new dataset outperforms state-

of-the-art performance on the IJB-C by a notable margin.

The main contributions can be summarized as follows:

(1) We propose the first GCN-based label noise cleansing

method for face recognition datasets, significantly enhanc-

ing the cleansing performance. (2) A two-stage global-local

GCN framework is designed with performance far beyond a

single-stage network. (3) The MillionCelebs dataset is col-

lected and cleansed to promote state-of-the-art face recog-

nition performance and facilitate the study on large-scale

deep learning. MillionCelebs is better than existing public

datasets in terms of data size and the number of identities.

2. Related Work

Label Noise Cleansing. The label noise cleansing meth-

ods can be divided into graph-based and non-graph-based.

Except for some manual reviewing work [8, 43], non-graph-

based methods are usually straightforward and easier to ma-

nipulate, but their effects are limited. Angelova et al. [5]

adopt data pruning to build a dataset. CASIA-WebFace [54]

cleanses every subject by taking its “main photo” as a seed

to accept other faces constrained by similarities and tags.

VGGFace [38] and VGGFace2 [12] train SVM classifiers

to reject outliers. Celeb500k [11] trains a CNN-based label

predictor to select samples in a bootstrapping manner.

Differently, graph-based methods fully consider the data

structure. Mode filters [18, 19] recognize noise on a graph

by semi-supervised learning. RT [47] iteratively removes

noise by instance pruning. MegaFace2 [28] clusters images

according to the average pairwise distance in one identity.

Unfortunately, most graph-based cleansing attempts have

artificially designed parameters, which are hard to take full

advantage of the data information. This paper develops a

graph-based automatic learnable cleansing algorithm.

Graph Convolutional Networks. Following the idea of

CNNs, GCN is proposed to process problems with non-

Euclidean data [49]. The work on semi-supervised classifi-

cation [29] provides the basic propagation formulation of a

multi-layer GCN. Some work [13, 33, 41, 51, 53] modifies

it to apply GCN into different categories, such as knowledge

base construction and text classification. GraphSAGE [22]

learns a principle of aggregation to extend GCN into in-

ductive representation learning. GAT [42] learns a graph

attention model in feature propagation. In the computer vi-

sion community, GPP [59] predicts positive neighbors in

person re-identification. Zhong et al. [57] deploy GCN for

anomaly detection. Some other work [45, 52] uses GCN to

do face clustering. Different from clustering, the cleansing

task needs to select one subgroup from a big group of data,

while the others are dropped. In this paper, we explore the

introduction of GCN into the field of face dataset cleansing.

3. Methodology

3.1. Overview

Consider a large-scale face image dataset with label

noise, for instance, the celebrity images return by search-

ing keywords on the web. Since the images are naturally
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Figure 2: Overview of FaceGraph. Images in one identity are represented as nodes, and a k-NN graph is built based on deep

features. A two-stage cascaded global-local cleansing is performed. In the first stage, GGN classifies all nodes globally.

Based on its result, local subgraphs are built for difficult regions, and all subgraphs go through the parameters shared LGNs.

The prediction results of LGNs are fused to update GGN result as the output graph. High-scoring nodes are picked as signals.

grouped by the name of the celebrity, we apply the pro-

posed method to cleanse label noise for each group sep-

arately. This procedure largely saves manual labor to la-

bel the images. Since the performance of deep face recog-

nition has surpassed human significantly [39], it is possi-

ble to achieve better cleansing results than manual label-

ing. Assume that n face samples in one identity are rep-

resented as d-dimensional l2-normalized features xi, i ∈
{1, 2, · · · , n}. So the identity can be represented as ma-

trix X = [x1,x2, · · · ,xn]
T ∈ R

n×d. The cleansing task

predicts labels Y = [y1,y2, · · · ,yn]
T for all n instances,

where yi ∈ {0, 1}, 1 representing signals and 0 represent-

ing noise. As shown in Figure 2, FaceGraph is proposed to

address the label noise problem with cascaded global-local

GCNs: first making global sense (Section 3.2), then locally

refining the result with rebuilt subgraphs (Section 3.3).

3.2. Global Graph Net

Global Graph Net (GGN) is a L-layer node classification

graph convolutional network. Based on the pairwise cosine

similarity S of feature matrix X

S = XXT , (1)

a k-NN graph G is built. Taking G as input, GGN judges

nodes on the graph are signals or noise. Figure 3 shows

the GGN forward propagation algorithm. The general GCN

layer-wise forward propagation formula of node i is

h
(l+1)
i = σ

[

Fj∈Ni

(

h
(l)
j

)

W
(l)
]

(2)

where h
(l)
j means the l-th layer output of node j, h

(0)
j = xj .

Ni is a collection of all neighbors of node i (include itself).

F : Rm×din → R
d′

is a transforming function that trans-

forms the features of node i and its neighbors into one fea-

ture of d′ dimension, m is the number of elements in Ni.

W
(l) ∈ R

d′
×dout is a learnable matrix in the l-th layer.

σ denotes the activation function. Therefore, the forward

propagation of a node can be regarded as alternately per-

forming the following two operations: first executing fea-

ture transformation F according to its neighbors, then pass-

ing through a fully connected layer W with activation σ.

Since there are big differences between the identities in

a face recognition dataset, strong generalization ability is

very essential to cleanse it. Following the idea of Graph-

SAGE [22] that learns a generalizable aggregator, we design

the transforming function F in Equation 2 as

Fj∈Ni

(

h
(l)
j

)

=
[

h
(l)
i ‖Aggregatej∈Ni

(

s̃ijh
(l)
j

)]

(3)

where s̃ij =
Sij√
DiDj

is the normalized similarity score be-

tween node i and j, which appears as a weight term in the

function. Di is the degree of node i [29]. Aggregate is a

learnable aggregating principal function, and ‖ is the con-

catenation operator. Considering that face recognition is

mainly based on pairwise similarity, the similarity matrix

S is used to help the aggregation process. For node i, the

features of its neighbors are weighted by s̃ij when aggre-

gating, so that the neighbors with low similarity to node i

are forced to provide less weighted aggregating informa-

tion. Then the aggregated vector is directly concatenated

with hi by a “shortcut” to obtain a d′ = 2d dimensional

vector. This shortcut reserves the original node information

along with the information from the aggregated neighbors.

Aggregate is designed as the sum of the outputs of a neuron:

Aggregatej∈Ni

(

h
(l)
j

)

=
∑

j∈Ni

σ
(

h
(l)
j A

(l) + b
(l)
)

(4)

where A(l) and b
(l) are deployed to learn the face aggregat-

ing principle in the l-th layer. At the last layer, we deploy

W
(L) ∈ R

d′
×1 and sigmoid activation to predict scores for

all nodes. The nodes whose score is higher than a thresh-

old are judged as signals. In back-propagation, Stochastic
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Figure 3: Global Graph Net architecture and forward prop-

agation algorithm of node i between layer (l) and (l + 1).

Gradient Descent (SGD) by the binary cross-entropy loss is

used. For a graph with N nodes, the GGN loss is

LG = − 1

N

N
∑

i=1

[ŷi · log yi + (1− ŷi) · log (1− yi)] (5)

where yi is the network output score of node i between 0

and 1, and ŷi ∈ {0, 1} is the label of node i.

3.3. Local Graph Net

GGN can handle most simple cases but may ignore local

details on a complicated graph and output scores around 0.5

for hard nodes in some local regions, e.g., boundary nodes

that are simultaneously adjacent to multiple signals and

noise. The second stage network, Local Graph Net (LGN),

is designed to solve these hard nodes. We define “low con-

fidence nodes” as nodes that GGN outputs scores between

0.2 and 0.8, and define “high confidence nodes” the comple-

ment of low confidence nodes. Low confidence nodes are

randomly selected as “local centers” on the graph, then their

one-hop and two-hop neighbors are taken to build the local

subgraphs. There are two special cases: (a) If one subgraph

does not contain any GGN predicted signals, which means

it takes very limited graph information, this subgraph is dis-

carded. (b) If GGN predicts all nodes with high confidence,

then no “centers” can be found, we pick the nodes that GGN

predicts as signals to construct the only one subgraph.

All generated subgraphs go through parameters shared

LGNs for subtle discrimination. LGN is designed the same

as GGN in network architecture and outputs scores like

GGN as well. For every node, if it is included in at least one

subgraph, we obtain its final score by averaging its results

from all LGNs that output scores for it. On the contrary, if it

is not included in any of the local subgraphs, which means

it is neither a local center nor within two-hop range of any

local centers, this node is easy to judge and we obtain its

final score by simply taking the GGN judgment result of it.

(a) Images under ID: 0c4f6bn

(b) Four kinds of garbage classes

Figure 4: Examples of signals and garbage classes. (a) Im-

ages of a randomly selected identity from MillionCelebs.

(b) Four kinds of garbage classes: fake faces, unrecogniz-

able faces, blurred faces, and face-like patterns.

Multi-task Learning. In order to let LGN learn to iden-

tify useless images from different perspectives, a multi-task

learning framework is designed. The node classification

task predicts scores for the nodes, and the graph classifi-

cation task predicts scores for the graph to refuse “garbage

class” noise. The two tasks promote each other, which al-

lows LGN to better distinguish the difference between out-

liers and garbages, so it can improve the recognition of both

types of noise. “Garbage class” noise is inevitable in face

datasets. Images in a garbage class are all wrongly accepted

by the face detector and have nothing to help in learning hu-

man faces. Figure 4 shows a good class and four kinds of

garbage classes in our dataset. With the supervision of the

graph classification task, LGN can directly refuse the entire

graph if it is judged as a garbage class. All graph classifica-

tion results of LGNs vote to make the final decision. GGN

is not designed as multi-task learning because its big intra-

class noise can interfere with the graph classification judg-

ment. In back-propagation, the LGN loss LL is a linear sum

of two binary cross-entropy loss by a weight term λ: node

classification loss Ln and graph classification loss Lg .

LL = Ln + λLg (6)

Ln supervises the node predictions like LG. Differ-

ently, to calculate Ln, low confidence nodes are given more

weights so that LGN can focus on hard local information.

Lg supervises the network prediction of garbage classes. To

calculate it, output features of the second to the last layer of

all nodes predicted as signals are averaged as the graph fea-

ture. It passes through a fully connected layer with sigmoid

activation to obtain the garbage class prediction score.

3.4. Discussion

In order to unify both global and local scales, an end-

to-end “Cooperative Learning” (CL) scheme is designed as

shown in Figure 5. For a graph data batch, one CL iteration
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Figure 5: The three-step training scheme “Cooperative

Learning”. The solid line represents forward propagation

and the dotted line represents back propagation.

includes three learning steps. First, update GGN with LG.

Then take output features of the second to the last layer of

GGN as the input of LGN, and LGN is updated with LL.

Finally, the gradient of LL is multiplied by a scaling factor

α to back-propagate to GGN, and GGN is updated again.

CL helps the two networks promote each other: In feed-

forward, LGN can learn local predictions from easy to hard

based on the real-time classification results of GGN to help

convergence, and in back-propagation, GGN can improve

its global predictions with gradients from hard local regions.

The intra-class label noise is cleansed, but the label flip

noise still exists, i.e., face images in one class may actu-

ally belong to the person of another class, or two classes

may contain face images of the same person. To solve these

problems, we average the features of cleansed images in

each class to get its feature center. Two classes whose cen-

ter distance is less than a threshold are combined into one

class. Then we compare features of all discarded images

with all centers, and put one image into one class if it has

a high similarity with the center of that class. Finally, fol-

lowing Cao et al. [12], we use the VLAD descriptor clus-

tering [6, 27] to remove duplicated images in the dataset.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Setup

Evaluation Metrics The label noise of data is categorized

as outliers, label flips, and garbage classes. In order to eval-

uate the data cleansing performance, we build a labeled

simulation dataset by randomly selecting 2,000 identities

for training and 2,000 identities for testing from IMDb-

Face [43], which is a manually cleansed face recognition

dataset with noise level under 2%. The clustering metrics

BCubed precision (P), recall (R) and F1-measure (F) [4] are

adapted for the cleansing tasks. Unlike clustering tasks that

every sample should be assigned with a specific classifica-

tion label, outliers in the cleansing task do not belong to any

class and should be discarded. So we do not take outliers

Datasets # photos # subjects Noisy

CASIA-WebFace [54] 0.5M 10K ×
IMDb-Face [43] 1.7M 59K ×
VGGFace2 [12] 3.3M 9K ×
MegaFace2 [36] 4.7M 672K X

MS-Celeb-1M [21] 7.5M 100K X

MillionCelebs 87.0M 1M X

- MegaFace2 [36] 20.0M 734K ×
- FaceGraph 18.8M 636K ×

Table 1: Training datasets used in our experiments. “X” in

the last column means label noise rate > 30%.

and samples mistaken as outliers into the iteration of accu-

mulating P and R. Alternatively, signal rate (SR) and the

number of images remained in the cleansed dataset (# re-

mained) are calculated to measure the ability to identify and

remove outliers. For the real data validation, we evaluate

face recognition performance of ResNet [23] models trained

on original and cleansed datasets by the Arcface loss [15].

Ten-fold verification sets [12, 17, 26, 35, 40, 55, 56] are

used to test face verification accuracy. The MegaFace Chal-

lenge 1 [28] evaluates face recognition performance under

1M distractors environment. The IJB benchmarks [34, 46]

evaluate template-wise face recognition performance.

Implementation Details Table 1 shows face training sets

used in our experiments, where “-X” means the dataset is

cleansed by method “X”. To guarantee the reliability of

graph structures, we obtain 512-dimensional face features

from a ResNet100 Arcface model trained with cleansed

MS1M, then build 3-NN graphs with self-loop on all nodes.

GCNs are designed as 5 layers with 256-dimensional hid-

den features. The learning rate is 0.001 with weight decay

0.0005 and graph batch size 50. α and λ are set 1 and 0.5.

4.2. Experiments on Simulation Datasets

In this section, we add noise to the simulation dataset

and re-cleanse it: We gradually replace its images with

randomly selected images from the rest of IMDb-Face as

outliers, and randomly put images from one identity to

another as label flips. Besides, the simulation dataset is

always polluted by 10% “garbage class” noise selected

from MS1M [21]. Comparative methods include method

of Bansel et al. [7], MegaFace2 [36], VGGFace2 [12] and

Celeb500k [11]. GCN [29] and GraphSAGE [22] are also

trained in the same way as FaceGraph. An ablation study is

made with four setups: only GGN, separately trained Face-

Graph (GGN + LGN), and CL trained FaceGraph with (CL

+ MT) or without (CL) multi-task learning. In the absence

of multi-task learning, networks are trained to predict all

nodes as noise for garbage classes. For a fair comparison,

the garbage removal strategy of MegaFace2 [36] is applied
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Cleansing Methods F (%) SR (%) # remained

Noisy - - 54436

Bansel et al. [7] 83.30 77.10 30128

VGGFace2 [12] 48.04 41.43 35481

Celeb500k [11] 73.07 72.29 17187

MegaFace2 [36] 82.67 81.67 26711

GCN [29] 85.31 87.06 20616

GraphSAGE [22] 85.59 83.26 26985

GGN 89.09 81.99 28660

FaceGraph - GGN+LGN 89.86 78.63 29053

FaceGraph - CL 89.47 81.97 28729

FaceGraph - CL+MT 90.03 95.59 24071

Table 2: F-score, signal rate and the number of remained

images of different methods under garbage rate 10%, outlier

rate 30%, and label flip rate 30%.
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Figure 6: FaceGraph output graph of one class in the test

set. The numbers on nodes are the prediction scores of

networks (in percentage). Wrongly judged nodes (blue) of

GGN are corrected by the second-stage LGN, so all noise

(gray) and signals (red) are successfully classified.

to methods that do not consider garbage classes.

In Table 2, we cleanse a dataset with 30% outliers and

30% label flips. It is observed that the GCN-based meth-

ods remain stronger discrimination ability while compara-

ble methods lose power in a big noise environment. For

FaceGraph, when we separately train two-stage networks,

it performs 3.36% worse than a single GGN in signal rate,

meaning LGN cannot learn local details efficiently. How-

ever, when trained with “CL”, FaceGraph maintains the

same level signal rate with more images remained than a

single GGN, and reaches a higher F at 89.47%. To explore

how LGN affects judgment, we visualize the output graph

of one class in test sets as in Figure 6. We find that the low

confidence nodes, especially wrong nodes, tend to gather

together to form some “local regions” that are difficult to

deal with. Our algorithm reasonably builds more subgraphs

in the difficult regions, so the final judgment of the nodes

in these regions can fuse more opinions. It is also observed

that the wrong nodes in GGN usually occur in large com-

plicated graphs, while a two-hop range maintains most in-

formation for valid graph convolution, so LGNs can focus
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Figure 7: Model robustness at different noise levels. The

FaceGraph model is stable with the noise rate changing.
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Figure 8: ROC curves and AUCs of recognizing useless im-

ages. The FaceGraph models can discard useless images

with higher confidence than other GCN-based methods.

on the data distribution of local and hard cases by receiving

only small subgraphs as input to simplify the prediction.

Figure 7 shows cleansing the dataset with gradually con-

taminated noise. In 7a, we set the outliers at 30%, and vary

the label flips from 0% to 60% in steps of 20%; In 7b, we set

the label flips at 30%, and vary the outliers from 0% to 60%

in steps of 20%. Celeb500k’s model [11] is excluded from

comparison because it is trained for specific classes without

generalization ability. We find that algorithms have similar

performance when the noise rate is low. However, artificial

designed methods, especially SVM trained VGGFace2’s

method [12], drop sharply at high noise rate, while the Face-

Graph model is robust to different noise levels.

ROC curves in Figure 8 compare the ability to remove

useless images (outliers and garbage classes) of GCN-based

methods. For calculation convenience, we adjust outliers

to 60% and do not add label flips. FaceGraph methods all

reach higher AUC than GCN and GraphSAGE, for exam-

ple, a single GGN model surpasses GCN [29] by 8.9% and

GraphSAGE [22] by 1.8%. Except “GGN + LGN”, Face-

Graph methods have much higher TPR at FPR less than 1e-

3, which means that they are more confident to remove ob-

vious outliers and garbages. Under the same circumstance,

“CL” outperforms “GGN + LGN” by 1.9% AUC. “CL +

MT” achieves the highest F (90.03%), SR (95.59%) and
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Training Datasets LFW CFP-FP AgeDB CALFW CPLFW SLLFW VGG2-FP Average

CASIA [54] 99.38 95.19 94.55 92.28 85.90 98.17 93.38 94.12

-Cleansed by [3] 99.30 95.01 94.45 92.15 86.22 97.93 93.18 94.03

-FaceGraph 99.42 95.19 94.65 92.55 86.43 97.88 93.78 94.27

VGGFace2 [12] 99.58 96.93 95.73 93.63 92.07 98.87 95.80 96.08

-FaceGraph 99.62 97.03 95.98 93.53 92.13 98.88 96.04 96.17

MegaFace2 [36] 99.57 91.67 89.40 89.82 83.52 98.13 91.98 92.01

-FaceGraph 99.58 92.93 89.80 89.15 84.92 98.32 92.46 92.45

MS1M [21] 99.60 94.16 96.40 93.06 86.83 98.98 93.70 94.67

-IBUG [16] 99.80 92.76 97.70 95.35 87.45 99.48 93.04 95.08

-DeepGlint [1] 99.80 93.66 97.82 95.63 88.75 99.43 92.16 95.32

-FaceGraph 99.80 96.90 97.92 95.67 92.27 99.50 95.42 96.78

Table 3: Cleanse 4 face recognition datasets and train deep models by Arcface [15] to test face verification accuracy (%).

FaceGraph cleansed versions surpass others on at least 6 out of 7 verification sets, and always enhance the average accuracy.
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Figure 9: Visualization of cleansing randomly selected 8

classes from MS1M. (a)(b) t-SNE [31] data distribution;

(c)(d) Histogram of pairwise cosine similarity in one class.

AUC (97.7%) while keeping the number of remained im-

ages moderate, showing that multi-task learning not only

helps to recognize garbage classes but also helps to cleanse

outliers and label flips, because the model can better distin-

guish the difference between different types of noise.

4.3. Experiments on Existing Datasets

A noise-free dataset can significantly enhance the face

recognition performance [7, 20, 43], but existing face recog-

nition datasets mostly suffer from label noise problem [43].

In this section, four widely used face datasets are cleansed

by the “FaceGraph - CL+MT” model. Considering the data

size, CASIA [54] is trained with ResNet34 [23], while oth-

ers are trained with ResNet50 [23]. Identities that contain

less than 8 images in the MegaFace2 dataset [36] are deleted

because too many identities with a small number of images

can affect its convergence. Table 3 compares face verifi-

cation performances of the original and cleansed datasets.

With a smaller amount of data, FaceGraph achieves the

highest average accuracy for all datasets and performs bet-

ter on at least 6 out of 7 test sets. For a dataset with big

noise like MS1M [21], FaceGraph gets significant improve-

ment on all test sets and enhances the average recogni-

tion accuracy by 2.11%. On the cross-pose and cross-age

tests, MS1M-FaceGraph outperforms MS1M by 2.61% on

CALFW [56] and 5.44% on CPLFW [55], showing that

FaceGraph can master large pose and age gap cases, reserv-

ing variations of the same person. Therefore, FaceGraph

makes a good trade-off between cleanliness and diversity.

Randomly selecting 8 classes from MS1M [21], Figure 9

visualizes the feature space distribution using t-SNE [31]

embeddings and the histogram of intra-class pairwise simi-

larity of images before and after cleansing. In Figure 9a9b,

every class is represented by one color. The original data

distribution is very scattered. After cleansing, most scat-

tered samples in one class are discarded, leaving one group

that can gather together. In Figure 9c9d, there are two main

peaks in the histogram before cleansing, which are at simi-

larity 0.0 and 0.5. The former is obviously caused by the la-

bel noise. After cleansing, the peak at 0.0 disappears, mean-

ing that the noise is removed successfully. Moreover, Face-

Graph does not eliminate all low-similarity pairs. There are

still a few pairs around 0.0 to reserve face variation.

4.4. Experiments on LargeScale Cleansing

MillionCelebs A large-scale face recognition training set,

namely MillionCelebs, is collected according to a celebrity

name list released by Guo et al. [21]. We download 50-100

images for each celebrity from the Internet Image Search

Engine, detect faces with MTCNN [50], then align and

crop the images to 112×112 face warps. In this way, we

get 87.0M face images of 1M identities. FaceGraph is

used to cleanse these images, then we carefully remove
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Figure 10: Demography statistics of MC-FaceGraph.

identities overlapping with LFW [26], FaceScrub [37] and

IJB [34, 46]. Finally, we obtain a cleansed version with

18.8M faces of 636.2k identities, namely MC-FaceGraph.

Figure 10 shows demography statistics of MC-FaceGraph

extracted from Freebase [2]. It has a great variety in the dis-

tribution of human ethnicity and age. Most importantly, it is

a large-scale dataset with very high cleanliness, which can

significantly improve the face recognition performance.

To verify the value of FaceGraph in large-scale applica-

tions, a ResNet100 [23] face recognition model is trained

with MC-FaceGraph. Training with initial SGD learning

rate 0.1, weight decay 0.0005 and batch size 720, we de-

crease the learning rate by 0.1 at the 366,000th, 498,000th,

638,000th iterations, and stop at the 748,000th iteration.

Comparable models are trained under the same environ-

ment with different training sets. For a fair comparison,

the cleansing method of MegaFace2 [36] is also applied to

cleanse MillionCelebs, noted as “MC-MegaFace2” [36].

MegaFace MegaFace Challenge 1 [28] is a large-scale

face recognition challenge that tests the model performance

under one million distractors. It measures TPR at 1e-6 FPR

for verification and Rank-1 retrieval performance for iden-

tification. In Table 4, adopting FaceScrub [37] as probe

set and using the wash list provided by DeepInsight [15],

the results of two MillionCelebs cleansed versions do not

differ a lot, but they all outperform other training datasets

by a large margin. For instance, the identification accuracy

of MC-FaceGraph is 0.67% higher than MS1M-V2 [15] to

reach 99.02%. It nearly saturates the MegaFace Challenge

on both identification and verification protocols.

IJB The IJB-B [46] and IJB-C [34] benchmarks test

template-wise face recognition performance. The verifi-

cation TPR at 1e-5 FPR and identification Rank-1 are re-

ported in Table 5. MC-FaceGraph trained model surpasses

all candidates by a large margin. Figure 11 compares ROC

curves of listed methods. Two MillionCelebs versions have

the same level performance at higher FPR. However, verifi-

cation accuracy of the MC-MegaFace2 [36] drops sharply

at 1e-4 FPR, and becomes worse than many small-scale

datasets at 1e-5 FPR. This shows that a large number of

identities and images do not necessarily mean an increase

in face recognition performance. If there are strict require-

ments for identifying negative pairs, it is essential to train

with a dataset of great cleanliness to learn detailed features.

Training Datasets Ver.(%) Id.(%)

CASIA [54] 97.11 92.93

Asian [1] 94.90 91.21

IMDb-Face [43] 97.87 96.26

VGGFace2 [12] 98.00 95.54

MS1M-IBUG [16] 98.25 97.53

MS1M-V2 [15] 98.48 98.35

MC - MegaFace2 [36] 98.97 98.96

MC - FaceGraph 98.94 99.02

Table 4: Verification TPR (@FPR=1e-6) and identification

Rank-1 on the MegaFace Challenge 1 [28]. “MC-X” means

MillionCelebs cleansed by method “X”.

Training Datasets
IJB-B IJB-C

Ver.(%) Id.(%) Ver.(%) Id.(%)

CASIA [54] 62.42 86.70 69.61 88.05

Asian [1] 79.12 91.29 82.64 92.26

IMDb-Face [43] 64.87 93.41 66.85 94.52

VGGFace2 [12] 41.64 93.20 59.33 94.44

MS1M-IBUG [16] 80.27 92.19 88.16 93.54

MS1M-V2 [15] 89.33 94.50 93.15 95.72

MC - MegaFace2 [36] 62.67 95.04 76.29 96.10

MC - FaceGraph 92.82 95.76 95.62 96.93

Table 5: Verification TPR (@FPR=1e-5) and identification

Rank-1 on the IJB-B [46] and IJB-C [34] benchmarks.
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Figure 11: Verification ROC curves on IJB-B and IJB-C.

MC-FaceGraph keeps good performance at very strict FPR.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel label noise cleansing

method FaceGraph and build a large-scale face recogni-

tion dataset MillionCelebs. In the experiments, FaceGraph

provides high-quality cleansing results, surpassing existing

methods in the ability to find and reject label noise. The

MillionCelebs dataset cleansed by FaceGraph also achieves

remarkable performance on many benchmarks.
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